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Since our fi rst titles were published in October 2004, Quality 
Chess has found favour with the public and critics alike, winning 
the following Book of the Year awards: 

ChessCafe: Learn from the Legends (2005), Pump Up Your Rating
(2013). 
Association of Chess Professionals: GM Preparation: Calculation
(2013), From GM to Top Ten (2014). 
FIDE’s Boleslavsky Medal: Build Up Your Chess 1-3 (2008), 
Attacking Manual 1&2 (2011).
ChessPublishing: GM Repertoire – Vol. 3 (2009), Vol. 2 (2010), 
Vol. 9 (2011), � e King’s Gambit (2013), 1.e4 vs. � e French, Caro-
Kann & Philidor (2014), Playing 1.e4 e5 (2016). 
English Chess Federation: San Luis 2005 (2007), Attacking 
Manual 1&2 (2010), How I Beat Fischer’s Record (2013), Positional 
Decision Making in Chess (2015) & Under the Surface (2018) 
Chess Book Collectors: � inking Inside the Box (2017) & Small 
Steps to Giant Improvement (2018)

Under the Surface by Jan Markos was our winner 
of the ECF Book of the Year 2018. In 2019 we 
had two shortlisted titles, Small Steps to Giant 
Improvement by Sam Shankland, which won the
Chess Book Collectors Book of the Year 2018 
Award, and the amazing Practical Chess Beauty 
by Yochanan Afek. Small Steps 2 Success was 
shortlisted for the FIDE Book of the Year 2020 
Award.
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With this leafl et, we at Quality Chess are marking our 18th season as 
a Chess Publisher. We were founded in 2004 and have published 178 
books in English, as well as the 20+ we have planned for 2021. We 
are a small team of six people, who sadly have not been able to meet 
up for a group photo for a long long time. � is is our latest one.We 
hope you will have a successful 2021, with lots of happiness and chess!

For the improving player there is no stronger foundation available in 
chess education than the Artur Yusupov series. Start with the orange 
volumes and move to the blue and green. 

For the advanced player we recommend Jacob Aagaard’s 
award-winning Grandmaster Preparation series.

25% off 
when you buy all 

10 hardbacks

� e Yusupov series was 
the fi rst ever winner of the 
FIDE Book of the Year!

If you are looking for high-quality training options, we recommend 
you look into our partners www.qualitychessacademy.com for a camp 
and tournament on the Greek island of Crete in October 2021, or 
www.killerchesstraining.com for daily online classes with the best 
trainers available anywhere at the best price.
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Lars Schandorff 
Playing the Caro-Kann

� e expert is returning to the origin point. 
10 years after his best-selling repertoire for 
Black on the Caro-Kann, the Danish GM 
has re-imagined the opening for our time.

Michael Roiz
GM Repertoire – � e Berlin Defence

It’s been more than 20 years since Kramnik 
used the Berlin Defence to shut down 
Kasparov. In this expert guide, GM Michael 
Roiz shows why the Berlin is still one of the 
absolute best opening systems you will fi nd.

Alexey Kovalchuk
Playing the Queen’s Gambit Accepted

Dynamic and solid. � e Queen’s Gambit 
Accepted has been a trusted opening for 
many grandmasters over the decades, as 
it gives an active open game and a sound 
foundation for the middlegame.

Mark Taimanov
I was a Victim of Bobby Fischer

Soviet legend Mark Taimanov analyses his 
disastrous match against the American chess 
hurricane, as well as their two previous games.

Tal & Stetsko
� e Chess Alchemist

In this gem of a book, Oleg Stetsko has 
compiled 80 of Tal’s games, as annotated by the 
Magician himself in a variety of sources, many 
of which have been translated into English for 
the very fi rst time here. 

Nigel Short
Winning

Winning tournaments takes more than just 
winning one game at a time. Analysing 8 of his 
tournament wins, spread over decades, former 
World Championship challenger Nigel Short 
shows how winning works.

Ivan Sokolov
Magnus Carlsen’s Middlegame Evolution

Carlsen is revered for his technical prowess, 
but recently he has made the greatest strides 
in middlegame play. Super-GM Ivan Sokolov 
shows what we can learn from the World 
Champion in this crucial part of the game.

Tibor Karolyi
� e Road to Reykjavik

Tibor Karolyi has produced some of the chess 
world’s best biographical works. Here he 
documents Fischer’s unique journey, 50 years 
after the American chess icon won the right to 
challenge Spassky. 

Gawain Jones
Coff eehouse Repertoire 1.e4 1&2

� ese two volumes constitute 
nothing short of a 1.e4 player’s 
sweetest dream: a complete 
repertoire supplied by a top-class 
GM, combining coff eehouse 
trickery with theoretical rigour.

Mihail Marin
Leningrad Dutch
& Dutch Sidelines

� e Leningrad Dutch is one of 
Black’s most ambitious replies 
to 1.d4 and GM Marin is the 
ideal author to  explain both the 
strategic ideas and the latest theory. 

Mihail Marin
Learn from Bent Larsen

GM Mihail Marin examines Bent Larsen’s 
best games, showcasing the unorthodox and 
combative style of play for which the Danish 
legend was loved and admired by chess fans 
around the world. 

Axel Smith
Street Smart Chess

Award-winning author GM Axel Smith 
off ers a practical guide to scoring more 
points at the chessboard, using a world-
class GM as a model player for the theme 
of each chapter. 

Jan Markos & David Navara
� e Secret Ingredient to Winning at Chess

� is collaboration between award-
winning author GM Jan Markos and 
Super-GM David Navara off ers a wealth 
of advice about key elements of practical 
chess success.

Michael Adams & Phil Hurtado
� ink Like a Super-GM

Michael Adams, with help from Phil 
Hurtado, compares his thoughts to those 
of players of all levels and helps the reader 
to see how they can transform their 
thinking. 

Jacob Aagaard
A Matter of Middlegame Technique

A Matter of Endgame Technique

Delayed by the rain, GM Jacob 
Aagaard shows how winning positions 
are squandered and how to avoid it.

Alexander Galkin
� e Mental Game

In this valuable addition to chess training/
improvement literature, GM Alexander 
Galkin delves deeply into the topic of 
what makes a winning chess mindset.

Jacob Aagaard & Steff en Nielsen
Endgame Labyrinths

GM Jacob Aagaard teams up with one of the 
greatest chess composers of our age to create 
the ultimate exercise book from endgame 
studies, choosing the moment where it is 
time to think as the starting point.


